
Background
Non-genetics specialists in the United States are increasingly 
performing hereditary cancer screening (HCS), including both 
testing and counseling. Genetic counseling is an important aspect 
of HCS, and often falls on non-genetics specialists as access to 
specialized counseling services is limited. Our laboratory provides 
a service called Complete that includes automated results delivery, 
web-based education, and telegenetic counseling. We report on the 
utilization of this service among patients undergoing HCS.
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Figure 1: Complete Workflow

The median consult time for all patients completing a genetic 
consult was 13 minutes (IQR 9-19). As expected, longer consult 
times were recorded for patients with positive or VUS results than 
for patients with negative results. Median consult times for positive 
and VUS results were identical (Figure 4). The mean patient 
satisfaction rating for HCS consultations in this cohort  
was 4.9/5. 

Results are released to the ordering provider via portal, fax, or 
electronic health record (EHR). For negative results (with or 
without variants of uncertain significance (VUS)), patients are 
sent an automated email and can access results through a secure, 
HIPAA-compliant, portal. Patients have the option to watch tailored 
informational videos, request genetic counseling, or decline one 
or both of the above. For positive results, patients receive an 
automated email that directs them to schedule a consult. Regardless 
of result type, if a consult is completed, a consultation note is sent 
to the ordering provider.  

Figure 2: Uptake of telegenetic counseling by result type

*57% of patients with positive results  received telegenetic counseling 
through Complete. The remaining 43% received their results from their 
provider. Providers have the option to opt-out of the Complete system for 
positive results.

The majority of consults were completed on-demand with an average 
of 16 minutes from the time of request to the start of the consult. 
Of the remaining consults, the average time between results release 
and scheduled consult was 5.4 days (Figure 3).

Conclusions
•   Utilizing web education, automated notifications, and telegenetic 

counseling, we implemented a service that manages HCS results 
disclosure as a companion to results discussion and management 
by a healthcare provider. 

•   Most patients who elected to speak to a genetic counselor elected 
on-demand counseling, indicating a desire for immediate support. 

•   Patients reported high satisfaction with the telegentic service 
at 4.9/5. This is consistent with prior studies of telegenetic 
counseling.1

•   The described method of automated results delivery and 
counseling may be utilized to overcome barriers to access to HCS.

Figure 4: Consult times by result type

Example patient reviews of the Complete 
service:
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Figure 3: Scheduled versus on-demand counseling

Methods
The results delivery service is an opt-in program for ordering 
providers and allows patients to receive results through a secure 
portal in tandem with provider receipt of results (Figure 1).

Results
Between April 2015 and December 2017, 21,201 HCS results 
were issued through the Complete system. Genetic consults were 
conducted for 4,077 patients. The percentages of patients within 
each result type who underwent telegenetic counseling are shown 
in Figure 2. 

“She was very helpful and supportive, sharing excellent 
knowledge and clarifying what further information I need to 
gather that may shed more light on what is going on in our 
family gene pool. She was so perfect for my situation and 
health concerns. Thank you for making this service available and 
having this counselling for patients and families.” -HCS patient 
comment after telegenetic consult through Complete

“Andrea was kind, clear, and competent. She answered all of my 
questions clearly and politely. I felt that I understood my results 
much better after speaking to her.” -HCS patient comment after 
telegenetic consult through Complete
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